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The Canopy Scott Carver and supermanoeuvre 
OFFICIAL AWARD PARTNER
SUSTAINABILITY AWARDS[NATIONAL]  
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Part of ‘The Canopy’ Precinct, Lane Cove
PEER REVIEW 
AILA Landscape Architecture Awards 2021
AUSTRALIAN INSTITUTE OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS [AILA] [NSW]  
CIVIC LANDSCAPE CATEGORY 
AWARD WINNER 
Jury Citation:
“The Canopy is a vibrant urban precinct on a building 
rooftop that is cleverly connected into the existing 
streetscape.
This is a new public space that intrinsically 
promotes a shared environment for all to enjoy. It 
sets new benchmark for new open space in denser 
environments without compromising quality, 
greening, programming or people’s comfort.”
Australian Institute of Landcape Architects. [June 2021]  
AILA NSW 2021 Winners Gallery. Civic Landcape.  The Canopy Preceinct. 
https://aila.awardsplatform.com/gallery/ByEWDMxa/QwzWDJax?search=a4cdf5b4978a5593-70  
[Accessed 20 June 2021]
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INVITED COMPETITION ENTRY  
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DESIGN ARTEFACTS  
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SECONDARY STEEL MODEL 
Standard elements deployed unconventionally
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TERTIARY STEEL - FASCIA STEEL
FASCIA STEEL MODEL 
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SHINGLE TYPES MODEL 
2000 Shingles from 25 discrete panel sizes
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REV DESCRIPTION42 / 56-60 FOSTER ST. SURRY HILLS SYDNEY, NSW, AUSTRALIA, 2010










LINE OF NEW ROOF
SPECIALTY RETAIL CANOPY BY SC
[AREA NOT INCLUDED]
SOFFIT AREA: 345.0 sqm
DESIGN ARTEFACTS  
CONTOURS + SHINGLES REFLECTED CEILING PLANS
DESIGN ARTEFACTS 
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